A - Vocabulary and Structure

I. Underline the correct word(s) in brackets:

1. We got lost in the (legend – maze – civilization).
2. We look (on – for – forward) to a better holiday next summer.
3. Who (connected – explored – invented) the television?
4. Nothing is as beautiful as the (sound – sight – taste) of the sunset.
5. Sally told me that she (likes – liked – like) watching cartoons.
6. She (played – has been playing – was playing) tennis for 3 hours.
7. The first computer (was built – built – is built) by the Americans.
8. The film is exciting, (are they – isn’t it – is it)?
9. I feel (lost – safe – lonely) when I am at home with my family.
10. The stream is (population – pollution – polluted) by poisoning liquid.

II. Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets:

1. The tailor made my father a nice suit. (was)

2. No, I have never been to China before. (ever)
3 - The plane is fast, isn't it?  (slow)
4 - She used to clean the house every week.  (not)
5 - Let's go to the zoo.  (Shall)

B - Language Functions

III - Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:

Youri: .................................................................?
Sally: It's seven o'clock.
Youri: Will you watch tomorrow's film?
Sally: No, I ...........................................................
Youri: .................................................................?
Sally: I will do my homework.
Youri: Do you need any help?
Sally: ..................................................................

C - Reading Comprehension

IV - Read the following passage and answer the questions below:

Yesterday evening, Mr. Hussein came home from work at six o'clock. He sat in a comfortable chair and said: "I have worked hard today and I feel tired." So his wife brought him a glass of orange juice. He asked his wife: "What have you done today?" She answered: "I have washed some clothes, and after dinner I'll iron them and clean the windows. I have cooked a very nice meal for you. It's fish. Our daughter Laila helped me. She cooked chicken for herself because she doesn't like fish. She also made some biscuits and promised to wash the dishes after dinner. Mrs. Hussein added that Ali was sorry because he couldn't help. His teacher gave him some homework to do."
A - Answer the following questions:
1 - What time did Mr. Hussein reach home?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
2 - Why did his wife bring orange juice?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Choose the correct answer:
3 - After dinner, Laila is going to wash the (clothes – fish – dishes).

4 - Ali couldn’t help because he was (tired – busy – lazy).

D - Pictorial Composition:

V - Write a paragraph of Six sentences describing this picture
You may use the following words:
(last week - circus - clowns - clever tricks - elephants - enjoyed - again)
VI - A - Answer the following questions:

1- What did Bill Sikes do to know Nancy's secret?

2- What happened to Oliver after giving the letters to the inn keeper?

B - Complete the following sentences:

1- Nancy didn’t notice a boy, standing in a doorway but he .......................................................... keeping in the shadows.

2- Charly Bates decided an honest life was best, and found ..........................................................

F - Orthography

VII - Supply the missing letters:

The w.tery li.uid inside the t.bes in your ear also helps you to bala.ce.

G - Handwriting:

VIII - Write the following sentence in your best handwriting:

If you wish to know a man, give him authority.
A - Vocabulary and Structure

* Underline the correct word(s) in brackets:

1. He (sheltered – disappeared – gathered) wood from the beach.
2. She didn't want to meet people as she was (ashamed – lonely – excited) of what she did.
3. The old man was (rescuing – tanning – struggling) with the heavy bag as he wanted to take it back home.
4. A (report – heading – legend) is a written description of a subject.
5. I hurt my leg. It was very (colourful – painful – helpful).
6. A (glider – kite – wire) is a plane without an engine.
7. (Precious – Ancient – Special) is something that is very old.
8. He is creative. He is always (experimenting – connecting – reporting) things.
9. Your eardrum is joined to three (teeth – nerves – bones).
10. Big trees have a lot of (bushes – branches – streams).
11. Harry said that he (is – was – were) going to learn how to drive.
12. She said that she (will invite – invites – would invite) me to her birthday party.
13. The roof of the building (damaging – damages – was damaged) in a storm a few days ago.
14. (Has – Have – Are) you ever been to Italy?
16. Anna has (yet – already – for) washed the dishes.
17. (How long – How much – How many) have you been working here?
   For 6 years.
18. Nelly (has to – have to – doesn’t have to) buy a new mobile. Her old one is still very good.
19. The dog barked when it saw (itself – himself – themsefes) in the mirror.
20. Do your homework by (myself – yourself – herself)!
*Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets:

1. Tina said, "My parents are very well." (that)

2. She said to me, "I can't go with you now." (that)

3. Dad warned us not to go out alone. (we)

4. Ben sent John a letter. (was)

5. They visited Luxor last month. (Luxor)

6. We waited an hour ago. (for)

7. She drank some coffee before going to bed. (not)

8. Ali was taken to the hospital. (where)

9. It is necessary for him to get up early every day. (has to)

10. I think they are strong, aren't they? (We)
Chapter (6)

A - Answer the following questions:

1 - Did Oliver agree to help the thieves? What did he intend to do?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - What happened to Oliver when he got inside the house?
____________________________________________________________________________________________

3 - What did Toby Crackit and Bill Sikes do after Oliver was shot?
____________________________________________________________________________________________

4 - How was Oliver when the servants saw him in the next morning? What did they do?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

5 - Why did Toby Crackit and Bill Sikes leave Oliver under the tress?
____________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Complete these sentences:

1 - Bill pulled out the ...................... but Toby stopped him from shooting.

2 - Oliver stood up with difficulty and staggered towards the house to ..........................

3 - Rose was also an .......................... just like Oliver and Mrs Maylie took her in when she was a young child.

4 - There was a bang and a flash of light. Oliver felt ..............................

5 - Mrs Maylie and Rose were so kind because .................................
A - Answer the following questions:

1 - What happened when Oliver was well and strong again?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - How was the life in the country for Oliver? What did he do there every day?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

3 - What happened to Oliver after giving the letters to the inn keeper?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

4 - What happened when Harry asked Mary to marry him?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

5 - Why did Mary refuse to marry Harry?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Complete these sentences:

1 - As Oliver was running out of the inn yard, he bumped
.................................................................................................................................

2 - Harry was upset because ..................................................................................

3 - On their way, they stopped in London for three days, Oliver hoped that he would not meet ...........................................................

4 - Life in the country was .................................................................................... for Oliver.
Chapter ( 8 )

A - Answer the following questions :

1 - Why wasn't the marriage of Mr. Bumble a happy one ?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - How did Monks get information from Mr. Bumble ?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

3 - What did Monks do with the things that Mr and Mrs Bumble gave him ? Why ?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

4 - What did Monk plan to do with Oliver?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

5 - What did Nancy do after she heard the plot against Oliver ?
____________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Complete these sentences:

1 - Monks knows that Oliver is here in London and he is planning to
………………………………………………

2 - Now my secret is safe . No one can prove that Oliver
………………………………………………

3 - Mr Bumble was now …………………………… of the workhouse

4 - Nancy walked on ………………………………… on Sunday night between 11
 o'clock and midnight .

5 - Nancy proved to be of a good nature when …………………………………………………
Chapter (9)

A - Answer the following questions:

1. Why did Rose go to visit Mr Brownlow in London?
   ________________________________________________________________

2. What did Bill Sikes do to know Nancy's secret?
   ________________________________________________________________

3. What did Nancy tell Rose and Mr Brownlow on London Bridge?
   ________________________________________________________________

4. Why did Bill Sikes want to kill Nancy?
   ________________________________________________________________

5. What happened to Nancy when Bill Sikes got home very angry?
   ________________________________________________________________

B - Complete these sentences:

1. Nancy wanted to go out at 11 o'clock to ...................................................... .

2. Nancy didn't notice a boy, standing in a doorway who ..............................

3. Rose wanted to give Nancy money to ...................................................... .

4. Nancy can't betray .............................................................. because she loved him.

5. .............................................................. because Nancy betrayed him.
Chapter (10)

A - Answer the following questions:

1 - How did Mr Brownlow recognise Oliver?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - What happened to Oliver’s father?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

3 - How could Mr Brownlow prove that Oliver used Monks brother?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

4 - Why were the police after Bill?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

5 - How did Oliver have a happy ending?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Complete these sentences:

1 - If Monks refuses to sign the papers, Mr Brownlow would
   ...........................................................................................................

2 - Fagin had a fair trial and he was ...........................................................

3 - .................................................. adopted Oliver.

4 - Oliver lived the rest of his life in happiness because .........................

5 - .............................................................. Nancy, Oliver is safe.
Write a paragraph of Six sentences describing this picture.
You may use the following words:

My birthday party

( party - make - cake - presents - friends - happy - dance - sing - eat )
* Write a paragraph of Six sentences describing this picture.

You may use the following words:

( yesterday - park - family - flowers - trees - jump - run - play - lunch - happy )

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Write a paragraph of Six sentences describing this picture.

You may use the following words:

( uncle’s farm - last weekend - sheep - a foal - a duck - ducklings - barn - a pond - cows )
* Write a paragraph of Six sentences describing this picture.

You may use the following words:

A day at the funfair

(last Friday - uncle - took - funfair - tickets - roller coaster - big - fast -
ridge range - shooting - House of Mirrors - fantastic - a good day)

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
* Write a paragraph of Six sentences describing this picture.
You may use the following words:

( one day - my father and I - by train - sat together - two bags - a story - the view - wonderful - two hours )

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Dictation

1 - The first thing Jim decided to do was to build a shelter. He needed to shelter from the sun and the rain. He didn't know if there were any wild animals on the island, so he needed somewhere safe to sleep at night.

2 - Tourism is an important industry in Greece because many people go there for their holidays and there are many interesting historic places to visit.

3 - One day Kofi was struggling back to the village with two heavy plastic containers of water when he heard a donkey cart coming. It was Awam, the tanner, whose job was to turn animal skins into leather.

4 - With your help we have asked governments to pass laws about pollution, we have encouraged people to recycle materials and we have prevented oil spills at sea.

5 - Kate showed Sara the machine while James was downstairs. Sara turned the handle. Immediately, Kate disappeared and Sara was puzzled.
6 - John Baird was interested in engines and how things worked. He was always fascinated with the idea of sending moving pictures. He even sent them across the Atlantic Ocean from Scotland to America. He had invented television.

7 - The jungle was a wall of blackness in the light of the five. From far away I heard the crying of a jackal. I felt frightened and suddenly my mouth went dry.

8 - We hear sounds. They travel through the air. When something makes a sound, the noise makes the air vibrate. These vibrations are called sound waves. If you pluck a string on a guitar you can see it vibrate as it makes a sound.

9 - Jump in bed,
   Turn out the light,
   Shut your eyes,
   Really tight.
   Listen to the
   Sounds of the night.